
Teacher Notes  

Silhouette Matching Template 

 

Using the template provided the teacher copies onto cardboard and cuts the images  and words into 

tiles (approximately 7.5cm by 7.5cm) and places them into envelopes or bags . There will be 30 tiles 

per set. 

 Enough copies need to be made so that there is  a complete set  of images and tile for  groups of  

two or three students 

 

Students need to sort the tiles: 

  into three categories -  coloured, silhouette, words 

  students then need to match the  tiles so that   the word complements the images and the  

      images match 

  students need to confirm that all tiles are  in  sequence and match (there are a couple   that   

      look similar to another object) Students need to be prepared to justify why they have made  

      the choices they have.   

Eg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NB Tiles do not necessarily have to be in this order 

 

 

 

  Students will  then be given the  

      opportunity to create their own  

      silhouette match set of tiles to challenge 

      others 

 

 A copy can be taken by the teacher and  

     made into a new Silhouette Match  

    Challenge set (as per the original instructions) 

     containing all the  student designed  

     silhouette match tiles for students to  

     use and solve. 

 

Octopus 

Differentiating to meet students’ needs. 

 

 Students work on their own 

 Students work in pairs students work in    

      groups of three 

 Students sharing to a small group or the whole  

     class 

 Students sharing 1:1 with the teacher  

 English Language Learners  able to use their   

     first language for names  equivalent to  the  

     English  words and 

                  match them to the English word 

                 teach others the word in their first  

                    language  

                 record the word in their first  

                    language and place on the Word  

                    Bank and create a an additional tile 

                 teach other students  the word in  

                    their first language 


